From the Boundary Rope
219th EDITION

Day 2 - Premier Div - MCC 1st Team vs Langa CC played at MCC ‘A’
MCC RECORD IMPRESSIVE FIRST PREMIER LEAGUE VICTORY BY AN INNINGS

Millies starting the day with a first innings lead of 112, it was always going to be a hard day for
the opposition, Langa CC. Change in personnel with MC (Cloete) coming in for MK
(Kleinveld), it was Roach and Stalwart Milne to make first use of the cherry.
Milne struck in the 4th, again in the 6th, Roach in the 7th, Milne again in the 8th over x2 and at
34/5 a short day was always destined. The outstanding catch of Van Harte got the adrenalin
pumping for the day, although from the balcony we did see RvH look at his left hand to see
that he had held it – A classy reaching catch for a reaching senior citizen.
There was a slight consolidation period of 9 overs before Bridgens got his first with Skipper
Schwerin showing some serious agility with the gloves, Langa 64/6.
Bridgens again gets the batter returning to the pavilion, this time disturbing the furniture.

Bridgens stays in the game and assisting Cloete to grab his first, nicely caught at point.
Skipper concludes the day with a stumping to his name and Langa CC all done and dusted for
103 runs, a huge win by Millies recording their first ever Premier victory.
REPORT COMPILED BY: COACH CRAIG

(A mismatch of note, but hopefully Siya and his team can find that Day 1 performance
that could possibly cause an upset or two in the season. Millies we are way behind
where we need to be if we will be contesting the top 5 of the league!)
Day 2 - Res ‘A’– MCC 2nd Team vs Langa CC played away
HIGH SCROING GAME – ENDS WITH NO RESULT

After not the worst but also not the best Day 1 we arrived at Langa to drill home our 30 run
advantage. Unfortunately we didn’t get off to the greatest start after losing Angelo early.
Freeman in typical Freeman style wasn’t going to wait around. Playing some great shots to
score a quick 38. BVDP walks in to join Jack ut unfortunately doesn’t last long. Rikus ‘Mr.
Positive’ Niehaus walks in to a potentially nervy situation. Himself and Jack really looked good
out in the middle. Rikus running very well, as usual. Jack just working the ball around and
putting the bad ball away. Looking good for a big one here. Then in a unusual turn of events
our overseas gets a ‘roller’ which bowls him on 73. Really unlucky! Rikus keeps playing some
very good shots with the baby rhino making his intentions clear but unfortunately not lasting
long. Jaime walks in with Rikus and Rikus now seriously gets going, a couple of 4’s with a 6
and reverse sweeps and walking across his stumps. It was all happening! Rikus eventually
departs for 71 in high spirits. Much needed knock- The Prof told you all it was coming. Jaime
just scoots a long for a quick 32* and declares with 70 overs left in the day.
Not much to be said about the bowling in all honesty. The boys didn’t do much wrong but
when you take LBW’s out the game it isn’t that difficult. Balls flying into open gaps, falling just
short of the slips etc, etc, etc. Really frustrating but not much we could do. Especially playing
in the middle of a fire- yes, a fire. The spinners had a huge role to play with it being a spinner
friendly deck and Freeman bowled nice and tight lines and picked up 6! Great work!
Unfortunately we didn’t tae our chances but we kept ourselves in the game. With no word on a
result yet as Langa refused to play past 6:26 with 9 wickets down. Thank you Swartz for
coming down to field for us- We really appreciate the commitment
REPORT COMPILED BY: JAIME VALADAO

(Report submitted to WPCA for consideration and resolution. We await the outcome)

Res ‘C’– MCC 3rd Team vs played
HOT AT THE COAST

Three weeks after our 1st fixture against Brackenfell, we eventually got back out on the park
after our WPCC fixture was postponed twice.
We decided to meet at the club and travel in convoy to our venue for the day only to find out
that one of our players had a family emergency which meant we were 1 short. Skip Sass got
on the blower and arranged young Buckets to pull in. What a call that was, more on that later.
When we arrived at the venue, Mr Hammer Hillman did a pitch inspection. One look and the
decision was made easy. BAT BAT BAT. The pitch looks like it hadn’t seen a spit of water in
weeks. No fault of SCC mind you but the water restrictions are making pitch preparation
incredibly difficult.
Sass does the toss and wins 2 from 2. Now claiming to be a brilliant tosser (hey, if the shoe
fits ) and informs Mr Cloete that we will make 1st use. SCC didn’t seem altogether happy.
Think they know something. Our original opening pair was due to be Bash Vallie and Michael
‘stopper’ Gillespie but since Bash had an unfortunately issue with his trusty steed, Brett ‘I’m
getting old’ Paps was asked to do the job with MG.
The lads, or more accurately, the lad and the old man got the team off to a good start until MG
misjudged a sticky pitch and spooned a simple chance to point. MCC on 41. Skippy joined
the old man for a while, hit some lusty blows and then departed for 17. However Skip and
Paps put on a 59 run partnership is pretty quick time. Bash now settled after getting his baby
patched, joined Paps in the middle. The two put on 60 runs for the 3rd wicket until Paps
played back to the spinner but received a ball that skidded on, low bounce, no turn and was
stuck in front for a well played 92 off 85 balls on a pitch that you are never ‘in’ on. MCC 160/3
Wickets fell and pretty regular intervals from here on in and we ended on 267/10 in 49.1
overs. Latham chipped in with a good 32 off 22 balls and Bash with 32 off 53 balls. A very
defendable score if we bowled in the right areas.
So after the break, we opened the bowling innings with Lath and Hammer. They chaps
bowled well upfront without reward as SCC made no effort to score runs. Did they not realise
it was a one day game or were they trying to play themselves in. It took us until the 15 over
before we got the 1st stick as Hoefer trapped the skip in front. He picked up another in his
following over as the batsmen knicked off to Uncle Vern at 1st slip. Wickets were tough to
come by. A pitch not conducive to stroke play as it was slow but also no sideways movement
meant patience was the key. Buckets bowled his 10 on the trot and was unlucky to only pick
up 1 stick. Wessels bowled a few, got 1 stick but took some tap. To be fair, he was a bit
under the weather.

Enter our new burglar. Some call him Jonny Sass, some call him Skip, but we know him as
the Shetland Pony. Mr Pony bowled 23 balls, conceded 10 runs and picked up 5 sticks to
wrap up the innings and a 120 run win for MCC 3rds.
REPORT COMPILED BY: BRETT PAPAYANNI

(Editors Comment)
Res ‘F’ MCC 4th Team vs Khayelitsha played on MCC ‘B’
BATSMEN AND BOLWERS SEE DO THEIR JOB FOR DESERVED WIN

First home game of the season for the 4th side. Game started a little late due to the juniors
playing before us as well as the opposition arriving a little late. Being the good lad Slimz is, he
never claimed the toss as he didn't want to feel bad. He still won the toss and bowled first.
Bowling:
Opening the bowling was Liam and Gavin. Both bowling really well with Liam picking up 2
wickets and Gavin the 1. Gavin only going for 6 runs in his 6 overs on his 4th team debut. Well
bowled!! replacing the two openers were Darren and Blayde. Both were unplayable to start off
with, not really getting rewarded for how they bowled. And then on came on the captain, the
burglar. Slimz picking up 5 wickets somehow. Amazing figures for Slimz, 6 overs, 4 maidens 5
runs 5 wickets. Well bowled Captain. Josh came on to bowl and their number 9 batsmen got a
hold of him hitting him for a couple of 6's towards the end of the innings. Khayelitsha ending
on 144 all out.
Batting:
Then came the batting masterclass. Before this thought there was a little bit of trouble going
on the field with Slimz having a slight argument with their captain. This made Aidan a little
annoyed having to wait a few minutes before facing the ball. He decided to try hit the bowler
out of Cape Town but did not get any contact on the ball and was clean bowled. Hard luck
Aidan, the runs are around the corner. Next in was Brad and along with Brandon they too the
game away from Khayelitsha. Brandon knocking them all over the park ending on 74*. His
partner in crime Brad took a while to get into things but once he did he was unstoppable. He
ended on 50* hitting a 4 to win the game as well as reach his 50. Well bated boys!!
Notables:
Slimz (5-5 in 6)
Brad 50*
Brandon 74*
REPORT COMPILED BY: JOSH KARPAS

(Slimz, how many LBW’s amongst those 5, we all know how highly trained you are in
negotiating skills…… good batting as well.)

3 ‘A’ MCC 5th Team vs South Peninsula played away
SURFBOARDS SWOPPED FOR CRICKET BATS

Squad
JC Oliver, K Warne, C Silver, L Hayes, K Hayes, N Reyneke, M Lloyd, D Crowley, S Papin, R
Lucas, D Moodley.
12:00 Saturday afternoon and the honorable 5s all arrived at the club house just in time to
watch the Milnerton 1st side get their 1st 2 day win in the premier league well done gents.
In good spirts the 5s made the great trek to Muizenburg to play top of the log contenders
South Peninsula.
After losing the toss the honorable 5s took to the field for what would turn out to be an
interesting day bowling on another concrete deck.
1st to turn their arms over were the honorable Mr K Warne and the honorable Mr K Hayes,
who were simply unplayable. Hitting serious areas, getting the ball to move, producing extra
bounce, the opening pair were simply outstanding AGAIN! With some simply brilliant opening
bowling the honorable 5s pegged South Pen to 24/2 after 14. Well bowled Lads.
This is when things went haywire for the 5s after a few dropped catches and short deliveries
the runs started ticking over for South Peninsula. the turners struggled to hit good areas and
leaked runs. On came the Honorable Debutant for Stag seniors Daniel Crowley. Who
although leaked a few runs early managed to take 4 wickets and help the Honourable 5s keep
South Peninsula down to a decent total. Great spell by the youngster.
South Peninsula 172 all out.
Bowling figures
O-M-R-W
K Warne 7 - 3 - 8 - 0
K Hayes 7 - 2 - 16 - 1
N Reyneke 3 - 0 - 20 - 0
D Moodley 4 - 0 - 28 - 0
M Lloyd 5 - 0 - 41 - 2
D Crowley 6 - 0 - 22 - 4
S Pappin 2 - 0 - 15 - 1
With our batting being brilliant in the opening 2 games of the season the 5s were confident
going in to chase a decent total on thick outfield where boundaries were going to be very
difficult to find.

First in were the honorable L Hayes and the honorable C Silver, who both looked good and
seemed to be hitting the ball clean before Mr Hayes was dismissed caught behind. In came
the Skipper JC Oliver who spent a few overs with Mr Silver just knocking the ball around.
Unfortunately, Mr Silver was caught at mid-on after looking very good at crease.
On walked the honorable M Lloyd who come off over 30 overs of pad rash, along with the skip
the 3 batted well running well between the wickets and putting on over 80 runs together
before the skip lost his wicket, Mr Lloyd and honorable Mr Lucas took the 5s home with Mr
Lloyd losing his wicket with only 2 runs needed. Honorable Pappin joined Mr Lucas at the
crease, getting the total in the 32nd over. Giving the Millies 5s a well-earned 6 wicket win.
What a fantastic run chase by the honorable 5s. Patient and determined, was a skipper’s
dream to watch and be part of.
Batting Stats
L Hayes 22
C Silver 19
JC Oliver 43
M Lloyd 46
R Lucas 30*
A big thank you to the honorable Mrs Lucas for scoring and the Reyneke family for the
amazing support. The team really appreciates it!
Awards
TFC - due to a great team effort no TFC was awarded
Man of the Match - M Lloyd, taking 2 wickets, a spectacular run out and then with a quality
knock at a vital time of the game. A well-deserved man of the match performance by our
honorable fines chair. Was an absolute pleasure spending time with you in the middle bud!
Moment of the match - it lasted 14 overs, the unbelievable opening bowling spell by Kéan
Hayes and Keegan Warne was simply world class.
REPORT COMPILED BY: JC OLIVER

(Well done JC, cricket played in the Chambers by all the Honourables.)
3 ‘D’ MCC- B 6th Team vs Tygerberg CC played away
KEEPERS VIEW

A two wicket loss means that the opposition did something slightly better than you. The best
way to learn from this is to analyze your own game on the day and what you could have done
better and what you will do differently to affect a positive result.
Dewald won the toss and decided to bat on a dusty Western Cape pitch.

Eben Human opened with JJ Theart for a fair opening stand of 30. Pitch was keeping low but
most pitches you will play on in the western cape (from now on at least) will have invariable
bounce and the quicker you adapt the more runs you will score.
Eben scored 18 but with his 4th LBW in 4 games its maybe good to look at a technique
change. Eben’s keeping was solid and his 4th game in a row with no byes.
JJ had a solid defense but with a score of 2 off his 22 balls suggests that he must look at
practicing to rotate strike more. Was good in the field and took a pressure catch at point in
swirling winds.
Dewald Myburgh (Captain) came in and played the most sensible innings of the day. Got
used to the pitch, kept his technique and shot selection simple and carried his bat for an
unbeaten 34*. Took a stunning catch at mid-off to get rid of one of their power hitters and kept
us in the game. One of the lessons learned in a game where you lose by such a small margin
is that it is vital that your captain and your vice (or senior payers for that matter) must be in
constant contact in terms of game strategy, bowler rotation and field setting when the
pressure is starting to build. Once the opposition gets back in the game it is sometimes better
to slow it down and re-asses. Lessons learned.
Dave Dawes (9) settled with Dewald for a quick 20 run partnership. Played some nice straight
drives but eventually succumbed to a ball that barely went higher than his ankles. Staying on
the front foot was going to be the crux of the day.
ReggieVraagom (0) was the start of a middle order collapse that is not an unusual occurrence
in cricket, he didn’t trouble the scorers but another lesson learned is that your top order must
give as much info to the rest in terms of the pitch to give them a fighting chance. Should have
maybe bowled a couple of overs but it is something to discuss at the de-brief at practice.
Neil Perich (0) was also beaten early in his innings but made up for it with fair bowling and
solid fielding. His figures of 7- 2-31 was solid and with small tweaks here and there will be a
good containing bowler that has the potential take a fiver for you now and then.
Byron Boonzaaier (0) was the last of the 3x ducks in the middle order and some days are just
better than others. We have all had those days where it feels like nothing goes right but if
there is one thing that cricket teaches you, it’s a team game and it’s a team game right to the
end. Support your team mates all the way. His ground fielding was solid on an outfield that
was suspect to say the least. Nominate your catches. Lessons learned.
Victor Geldenhuys (19) came in at 56/6 when we were in dire straits. He and Dewald made a
solid 37 partnership which gave us the hope to build on. With some sublime straight drives it
showed that the connoisseur of cricket doesn’t have to go far to enjoy some great cricket
shots and it was evident that victor is batting too low. He only bowled the last 3 x balls and
should have bowled earlier as he has the pace and ability to strike. He must embrace the role
of all-rounder. Lessons learned.

Mike Reynders (17*) was involved in an innings resuscitating partnership of 37 with Dewald
that gave us a fighting chance. Rotated strike well and kept the board ticking. His bowling was
fair with figures of 7-2-35. Maybe bowled a couple of overs too many as the game needed
wickets in the end but this was a game of lessons learned.
Allan Nortje didn’t have a bat but was probably our best bowler on the day. With his left arm
around he proved to be a difficult customer. He was hitting the gloves hard and with figures of
7-2-28 you have something to work on for the season.
Slinky Taylor didn’t bat but continues to be a phenom as an opening bowler. Controlled the
ball well running into the wind and with figures of 7-2-28 stays at the top for the most wickets
of the season. A couple of dropped catches is cruel to any bowler and it was the difference in
the end.
The 6th posted a score of 130 off their 35 overs and lost by 2x wickets. Credit must be given
to their 9th wicket partners as they stayed calm, rotated strike and took them over the line.
All in all, the 6th was fighting to the end. With some continuity in team selection and one or
two tactical changes this team will be a force to be reckoned with.
Proudly 6th, Proudly MCC
REPORT COMPILED BY: EBEN HUMAN

(What a delight to receive a cricket report…………. Hard luck on the defeat, but I like
your comments – cricket is a team game played by 11 individuals, played together as a
team!!!!!!!!!!!!) and that you won’t find quoted in the “Lord of the Rings” or in the
“Huguenot Chambers”…………!)
3 ‘D’ MCC- C 7th Team vs South Peninsula CC played on MCC ‘A’
THE LORDS OF THE RING

As the Silver Wizard of the Fellowship of 11 who came to the shire of Milnerton to conquer the
Orcs of South Peninsula, I recall the following on the 11/11 with my merry troop of 11:

Our Quest started late as the Orcs from South Peninsula went to our shire of Sunningdale
instead of meeting at Milnerton's own Mordor.
On arrival, they chose heads, as Orcs do, and put my band of merry Dwarves, Hobbits, Elves,
Ents and Men into bat(tle).

Mordor (the pitch, for you illiterate readers) lived up to its name, black and green-topped, with
the mountain ridge bounce and black-hearted flatness of low bounce, that has lost many a
battle with fire and venom, and we soon were 40 for 3, with the men Gert “Boromir”

Badenhorst and Gavin “Aragorn” Levy, leaving early and my wizardly self, leaving after 10
overs, all of us getting single figures.
Then came the turn of the middle order Dwarves with Vlam "Gimli" James, Kevin “Kili” Kruger
and Kevin "Fili" Barnes helping Vernon "Thorin" van den Berg keep the quest going – Thorin,
top scoring with 13 - life in the old Dwarf yet!!
Our only Ent (tree people, for you illiterate again!) Mike VDM got chopped down by an Orc
quickly and then came our Hobbits, Frodo Laubscher and William "Took" Ling, ending with our
only Elf, Glenn "Elrond" Ackerberg to post, (according to another Mordor wizard, Wray
"Sauron" van Schalkwyk), a pretty respectable score of 93/10 on Mordor - the Orcs gave us
40 wides (thank fook!!!)
The Fellowship of the Ring

After a brief break in hostilities, we threw the Orcs from South Peninsula into Mordor and they
succumbed to its volcanic temperament frequently, with my Dwarf, Gimli James, taking 3
scalps in his 7 overs, Kili Kruger and this wizard getting 1 each. Then came my banker Dwarf,
Thorin van den Berg chopping down 2 Orcs on his way to "Man of the Quest" today. We

dropped a few Orcs in the field of Mordor and had 2 close LBW's turned down, in a game that
was thrilling, as it was team-building, and we went down at the end by 3 Orc wickets. We gave
these Orcs 30 runs in extras (forsooth!!!)
With a bit more fitness and ball control (yes my wizardry was shocking today with the ball too,
although I got my 1st wicket in 20 years!!!), we will soon win battles like this…
My fellowship of the Ring is forming into a game-winning troop of Milnerton Middle-Earthers.
Until the next quest,
This is your Wizard speaking
Kevin the Silver(back)
REPORT COMPILED BY: KEVIN SILVER

(The Editor is a Tree person, Lord of the Rings and cricket report – The MCC at Lords
will be fumbling on the G and T’s.)
PREMIER LEAGUE MCC LADIES vs Durbanville Away
No report submitted before publication deadline

Until next week…………….
From the Boundary Rope was edited by Coach Craig
Thanks for the respective input from the roaming reporters / skippers.

